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Abstract 
Trust chain is the core technology of trusted computing. A formal model of trust chain based on 

finite state automata theory is proposed. We use communicating sequential processes to describe the 
system state transition in trust chain and by combining with multi-level security strategy give the definition 
of trust system and trust decision theorem of trust chain transfer which is proved meantime. Finally, a 
prototype system is given to show the efficiency of the model. 
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1. Introduction 
Trust chain transfer is one of the key ideas of trusted computing. It builds a trust chain 

based on Trusted Platform Module (TPM) which is independent from CPU control and must be 
credible as trust root [1]; that is to say, before running any modules in the operating system, you 
must establish the trust of these modules’ code. Presently studies on trust chain transfer can be 
mainly divided into two categories: technical realization and model theory. In technology 
realization research, trust chain transfer has got in-depth studied and achieves greater 
development. Trusted Computing Group provides integrity measurement scheme before loading 
and based on this [1], Maruyama et al. give trust transfer from Grub to the operating system 
[2].Sailer et al. achieve trust transfer from operating system to application code on Linux 
platform [3];Tian Li-ye et al. show a trust chain scheme with independent TPCM cryptographic 
algorithm [4]; Li Xiaoyong et al. establish dynamic multi-path trust transfer based on the 
characteristics of software [5], and it can adopt different ways and policy according to different 
types of software under Windows platform to control loading and running of software. However, 
integrity is only one of the trusted properties of software, and the integrity in loading is not 
identical to the trust in running. In model theory research, Li Li et al. apply temporal logic to 
model the trust chain and theoretically verify the transitivity of trust chain [6], but the trust theory 
is still entity-based integrity measure-ment; in papers non-interference is implemented to build 
trust chain transfer model [7-9], and yet, non-interference is hard to verify instrumentally. 
Meanwhile, Donglai Fu et al. modify the command TPM_CertifyKey and its authentication 
properties and verify on TPM emulator [10].  In addition, some scholars apply fuzzy math [11, 
12], evidence theory [13, 14], behavior trac e[15], process algebra and so on to model and 
analyze the credibility of software [16, 17], but trust property of software in these results is a little 
different from that defined by TCG . 

TCG gives definition of trust is: "an entity is trust if its acts always reach the desired 
goal in expected way". From the behavioral point, TCG gives the definition and emphasizes 
behavioral predictability and controllability, which implicates compliance with predefined rules. In 
this paper, based on finite state automata theory, we use multi-level security policy to establish 
a formal analysis method of trust chain. The paper is organized as follows: Part II is the 
definition of trusted entities; Part III proposes a trust system formal model (we call FSM-MSP) 
based on finite state automata and multi-level security policy; Part IV defines trust chain transfer 
decision theorem; finally, a prototype system designed shows the efficiency of the model. 
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2. Trusted Entity in Trust Chain Transfer 
The multi-level security strategy (MSP) is currently the most widely used policy in a 

variety of security systems. Its main idea is that subject could not read high security level object 
or write low security level object. Thus, it protects the unauthorized confidential information from 
leaking. Applying MSP to the trust chain transfer process can effectively control the transfer 
rules between different security level subject and object. 

Trust chain is transferred with software entity as basic unit. TCG emphasizes entity 
behavior predictability in entity trust definition, but software behavior depends on its operation, 
which can be simply divided into Read (get the value of the object) and Write (change the value 
of the object). As the function of modern software varies complexly, a program running need not 
its code loaded but corresponding dynamic library and may also require invoking system call, 
accessing data file on external storage (disk) and interacting with user. We abstract these 
software entities in different types as a set of attributes and corresponding data value. 

After system boot, entities will be constantly updated under their operation. For any 
entity ,x y ,   yx Read  means entity x reads attribute and its value information from entity y . 

Hence, the trust of entity is predictability of the entity behavior. It can covert to judgment on 
whether the entity operation meets the agreed rules. The convention of entity state under its 
operation can be simulated by finite state automata theory, and the rules between operation and 
the entity can be described by multi-level security policy. In the next section, we present the 
trusted system formal model FSM-MSP based on the finite state automata combined with multi-
level security strategy.. 

 
 

3. FSM-MSP MODEL  
We now give the definition of FSM-MSP model. 
 
Definition 1.  A FSM-MSP system is a seven-tuple 0( ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  )E OP S s T P  , where 

- E is the set of entities, namely software entities. They performance as processes or files in 
system. They can be divided into subject set and object set according to operation senders 
and actors. They are starts or endings in information flow allowed in system. 

- OP is the set of operations, which are information exchanging ways between entities and 
contain Read and Write. 

- S is the set of states, with an initial state 0s S , which denotes the state of TCM starts when 

the system powers on. 0s  is trusted in accordance with TCG specification. 

- T denotes state transition function, which is used to describe the change of system state 
caused by entities perform operation. It is defined as E OP E S S    .  

- P is a lattice with an expres-sion ( , , )A   , which defines the constraint security policy with 

certain security level information exchange between the entities. 
-   is an information relation in entities. For any ,x y E , x y  denotes information can 

flow from x  to y . 

For the convenience of description, we make the following convention: 
For any x E , s S , . ( )s l x A  denotes the security level of x  in the state s . .s x  

denotes x  in the state s . 

For any ,x y E  , op OP  and ',s s S ,  
s

x y denotes execute information flow 

form x  to y under state s . op
s

x y denotes the state change from s to 's . 

 
Definition 2.  A state s  is trusted iff  
 

,x y E  , s S , we have . ( ) . ( )s yx s l x s l y    (1) 
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It has been showed above that the initial state 0s  of TCM starts is trusted when the 

system powers on. 
 
Definition 3. The state transition function T is trusted if s S  , op OP  ,and 

,x y E  , and they meet: 

1) ' (   , )s T x op y s ,  

2) e E  , . ( ) . ( )s l e t l e , 

3) ,u v E  , 
' '. ( ) '. ( )su v s l u s l v  , 

4) If 'op Read s s   ,then . ( ) . ( )s l y s l x  

5) If  'op Write s s   ,then . ( ) . ( )s l x s l y  

6)  
Definition 4. A trace of entity is the sequence of operations acted on the entity in 

accordance with the order of acted time.  
The record criteria on the trace of entity is that if the entity in state s  acts an operation

  yx Read , then record .s x  into the trace of y , however, if  it acts  yx Write , then record .ys  

into the trace of x . The trace of entity reflects the changing process of entity. 
 
Definition 5. e E  , ( , , )e A e  , where A is the attributes of the entity, ( )e E   is a 

map: : ( )e A   . If it is an empty sequence , ( )  is the original form of entity, namely 

the form of entity before operations acted on after the system booted. 

e  denotes the real trace of entity e  after the system booted, where e e  . 

the decision  theorem of trust chain 
Before provide the decision theorem of trust chain, we give the specific rule of state 

transition function. 
 
Definition 6.  state transition function :T OP S S  . 

, 's s S  , op OP  , ( )*seq E OP E    , we have: 

 ( , )T s s  ,where  is an empty operation; 

 (   , )T x op y s   

If op Read  then 

 If ( . ( ) . ( ) '', ( ''. ( ''. ) . ( )))s l y s l x s t y s l s t s l x     

           Then 
'

op
s

y x  else s  

Else   If  ( . ( ) . ( ) ''. ( ''. ( ''. ) . ( )))s l x s l y s t x s l s t s l y           

Then 
'

op
s

x y  else s  

 
We have given the definition of state trust above the context. From micro point of view, 

the system at any time can only perform one operation, and as each operation corresponds to a 
transition function, therefore, if the system state s is trusted, the transition function 
corresponded to the currently executing operation is trusted, and furthermore, the state 
converted by the executing actions is trusted. 

Trust chain transfer is the transmission of the system control, which performs as the 
system loads software from the hard disk or switches process caused by scheduling. These are 
all done by performing a series of operation so that the system changes meantime. We concern 
that in the process of the system changing from the state s (prepare to transfer) to the state 's
(finish transferring), if the system is trusted in the state s , and also in the series states of the 
whole changing process, then we consider that trust chain has finished a trusted transmission. If 
all the trust chains transfers credibly, therefore, the whole system is trusted. 
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We use x , y denote respectively two entities corresponding to two successive states 

, 's s S  in the trust chain transfer. 
1 2... nop op op  are the executing operations between the two 

states, where ,  iop OP . 1..i n . 1 2 1... ns s s   are the middle states between s and 's . 

1 1

1

1

(   , ),

(   , ),

' (   , ),

2.. 1

i i i

n n

s T x op y s

s T x op y s

s T x op y s

where i n









  

 
(2)

 

 
Now we propose the definition of trust transfer and trusted system. 
 
Definition 7.  For the trust transfer above, we consider the trust chain of the system 

meets credibly transitive when the system fulfills the conditions as follow: 
1) the state s trusted; 
2) the state transition function T  is trusted. 
The definition of state transition function reflects the credibility transmission between 

entities. In other words, operations in violation of the security policy defined by the system never 
occur in the trust transferring. 

 
Definition 8.  A system is trusted iff 
1) the initial state 0s is trusted; 

2) for any reachable state s , s  is trusted. 
The definition is intuitive and understand-able, but could not reflect the intrinsic 

mechanism of trust transfer or the internal relation of state transition (namely trust chain 
transfer). Therefore, we proposed Theorem 1 based on FSM-MSP model to judge if a system 
meets the requirements of a trusted system. 

 
Theorem 1.  A system simulated by FSM-MSP model is trusted. 
Proof: That is to proof the conditions of Definition 8. 
For condition 1), we have pointed out 0s  is TPM. TPM is trusted according to the 

definition of TCG, so the condition is clearly established; 
For condition 2), state transition function T is trusted in accordance with Definition 3. 

Now we use inductive method to proof. Under the effect of trusted state transition function, the 
state from 0s to all reachable s  are trusted, and the states sequence of them can be expressed 

as 0s  , where   denotes states sequence,  denotes concatenation and 0s  denotes the 

states sequence after 0s . 

(1) when the length of  is 0, then 0s   is clearly securable; 

(2) when the length of  is n, 0n  , 's  is the last state of 0s  , and 's  is trusted,  

and if operation   x op y E OP E    occur before 's , then (   , ')T x op y s  is trusted can be 

deduced from Definition 2 and 3. 
Above all, the system meets the two conditions of Definition 8, so the Theorem 1 is true 

on the basis of inductive method. 
 
 

4. The Design of Prototype System and Verify Model 
Based on FSM-MSP model, we implement a trust transferring prototype system on the 

Linux platform. System previously defines the system dynamic link library and the data files 
each program allowed to access, and these multilevel security policies are stored on disk and 
signed by TPM for protection. We, through modifying the system function do_fork (), add a 
callback function. The function not only checks the integrity of the code, but according to the 
predefined security policy, verifies the trust of the operation to determine whether the process 
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has access in violation of security policy, so as to ensure the trust of all reachable states of the 
system. The code skeleton changes are shown in Figure 1.  

 
 

 

Figure 1. The schematic diagram of modifying do_fork  
 
 
The system configuration is Pentium IV 2.4 G Hz of CPU and 1 GB of memory. The 

system startup time test results show that integrity measures increase cost by about 13%. The 
additional time cost mainly lies in the multi-level security policy check. 

 
 

5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed FSM-MSP model based on the finite state automata 

combined with mutil-level security policy. Finite state automata theory can describe state 
transition in a trust chain, while multi-level security policy can depict rule restrictions in the 
process of trust chain transfer, thus the existing achievements of multi-level security policy 
engineering can be applied in the trust chain transfer to indentify the entity credibility, so that 
this can effectively solves the problem that current trust chain theory model is difficult to be 
engineered. 
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